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(54) THE METHOD OF FORMATION OF RADIAL CHANNELS IN A PRODUCING HORIZON

(57) The method of formation of radial channels in a producing horizon. A flexible two-layer hose
terminating in a hydraulic giant is placed in a well and a hydraulic cut is developed. The hydraulic giant

is deflected and placed in a horizontal direction. The hydraulic giant is fed initially to the bottom by
intervals until the well part of the radial channel reaches the length which is determined from the

appropriate relationship. The rigidity of the head part of the hose is increased at each interval by filling

the interlayer space of the hose with solidifying material for the length of the cut interval and holding it

until it solidifies completely. The hydraulic giant with the rigid head part is fed to the bottom until the

channel having the predetermined length is cut. 3 il.

The proposed invention relates to the field of geotechnology and may also be used in

hydrogeology and the oil and gas industry in the injection into production wells.

The method of formation of channels in a producing horizon is known which involves the

placement of a hydraulic giant in a well and the washing-out of radial vertical fissures [1].

However, this method is characterized by a limited channel depth.

The method which is closest to the proposed method in technical essence is the method of

formation of radial channels in a producing horizon which involves the placement of a flexible two-

layer hose terminating in a hydraulic giant in a well, the development of a hydraulic cut, the deflection

of the hydraulic giant with the placement of it in a horizontal direction, the initial feeding of the

hydraulic giant to the bottom with the cutting of the well part of the radial channel, the increasing of

rigidity of the head part of the hose and the subsequent feeding of the hydraulic giant with the rigid

head part to the bottom until the channel having the predetermined length is cut [2].



In this method the flexible pressure hose can be placed in a horizontal position through a

small-radius deflector, which improves the efficiency of formation exposing.

In this case the movement of the flexible pressure hose is effected in the direction of flow of the

jet from the hydraulic giant. However, the use of a flexible pressure hose causes random movement of

the hydraulic giant. As a result, the straightness of the radial channel being formed is disrupted, i.e. it

deviates from the predetermined direction. Since the rigidity of the head part is increased after cutting

of the channel for the length equal to the length of the future rigidity of the head part, this deviation

from the predetermined direction is as if fixed and, during further cutting, the error increases

proportionally to the length of the channel.

The purpose of this invention is the elimination of the above disadvantages, namely, the

improvement of the efficiency of formation of the channel by reducing the amount of deviation from the

predetermined direction.

The purpose in hand is accomplished by that in the method of formation of radial channels in a

producing horizon, which involves the placement of a flexible two-layer hose terminating in a hydraulic

giant in a well, the development of a hydraulic cut, the deflection of the hydraulic giant with the

placement of it in a horizontal direction, the initial feeding of the hydraulic giant to the bottom with the

cutting of the well part of the radial channel, the increasing of the rigidity of the head part of the hose
and the subsequent feeding of the hydraulic giant with the rigid head part to the bottom until the

channel having the predetermined length is cut, the initial feeding of the hydraulic giant to the bottom

is performed by intervals until the well part of the radial channel reaches the length which is

determined from the relationship

lr >((dc -dh)/h)L

where l r
= length of the well part of the radial channel in m,

dc = design diameter of the radial channel in m,

d h = outside diameter of the flexible hose in m,

h = allowable design deviation of the radial channel from the predetermined direction at the

distance L from the axis of the well in m.

In this case the increasing of the rigidity of the head part of the flexible hose is performed at each
interval by filling the interlayer space of this hose with solidifying material for the length of the cut

interval and holding it until it solidifies completely.

The essence of the proposed differences is that the cutting of the well part of the horizontal

channel is performed by intervals. In this case, since the length of each interval is predetermined to be
commensurate with the length of the existing rigid head part of the flexible hose (i.e., the length of the

first interval - with the length of the hydraulic giant), during the cutting of the radial channel for the

length of the interval the hydraulic giant may deviate from the predetermined direction more than

allowed by the difference between the channel diameter (dc) and the hose diameter (dh ) and the length

of the rigid head part.

Another essential fact is that the length of the rigid head part of the flexible hose is reasonably

limited. This provides for reducing the time of formation of the head part.

Owing to the fact that the rigidity of the flexible two-layer pressure hose is increased with the

use of solidifying material with which the interlayer space of the flexible pressure hose is filled for the

length of the interval and which is then held until it reaches the predetermined solidity, the possibility

exists of increasing the rigidity of the flexible multilayer pressure hose by intervals.

The applicants do not know about any cases of employment of the above distinctive signs of

the proposed method in similar engineering solutions, which gives grounds to consider the proposal as
corresponding to the "essential differences" criterion.

The invention is illustrated with drawings, where Fig. 1 presents the diagram of formation of a
hydraulic cut, Fig. 2 presents the diagram of formation of an extended radial channel by means of the

rigid head part of a flexible two-layer pressure hose terminating in a hydraulic giant and Fig. 3
presents the diagram of formation of the rigid head part of a flexible two-layer pressure hose
terminating in a hydraulic giant.

The formation of radial channels in a producing horizon by the proposed method is performed
as follows. After completion of production well 1 (see Fig. 1) which opens up productive stratum 2, a



well hydraulic giant is placed in it. Pressure column 3 of this giant is used to feed water to the nozzles

under pressure and form hydraulic cut 4. Then a deflector is placed in it and set in a horizontal

position. Then, simultaneously with the beginning of formation of the radial channel, the rigid head part

of flexible two-layer pressure hose 5 (see Fig. 2) is formed by increasing the rigidity of the flexible two-

layer pressure hose for the length l r by intervals.

To determine the value of l r , let us consider the process of cutting of the horizontal channel.

Initially the jet leaving the nozzle of hydraulic giant 6 washes out the cavity in the direction of the

horizontal section of the deflector. In moving out of the deflector, hydraulic giant 6 may deviate from

the direction predetermined by the horizontal section of the deflector. The more the hydraulic giant

moves out, the more it may deviate. Taking into consideration that one of the basic requirements

placed upon the process of formation of a horizontal well is its straightness, the deviation of the

hydraulic giant should be limited. The amount of this deviation is determined on the basis of the

requirements for the necessary straightness of the horizontal well. For example, if at the horizontal-

well length L the well may deviate from the direction predetermined by the horizontal section of the

deflector by the amount h, the maximum allowable amount of the relative deviation of the cut channel

from the design one (6) can be calculated from the formula

6 = h/L

Then, knowing the amount of the clearance Ad between the flexible hose, its outside diameter dh and

the wall of the well whose design diameter (dc) is determined on the condition of the hydraulic

transport of material and depends on the rate of flow of water and the size of the particles being

transported, we can determine the required length of the rigid head part of the flexible multilayer

pressure hose [l r] from the formula

[lr]=Ad/6 = (dc -dh)/6.

Then the condition at which the amount of the deviation of the hydraulic giant from the initial direction

predetermined by the deflector does not exceed the allowable amount is given by
l r >[l r]

= Ad/S = ((dc -d h)/h)L

or

lrM(dc -dh)/h) L.

After completion of the rigid head part of flexible two-layer pressure hose 5 for the length l r , the

radial channel is formed by washing out rocks through the nozzles of hydraulic giant 6 with the

simultaneous feeding of flexible two-layer pressure hose 5 with the rigid head part to the bottom. The
removal of sludge is performed by the direct flushing method. In this case the rigid head part of flexible

two-layer pressure hose 5 prevents the deviation of the flexible hose and the radial channel being

formed will be straight for a great length.

The formation of the rigid head part of a flexible two-layer pressure hose terminating in a

hydraulic giant is performed as follows (see Fig. 3).

At the first interval, simultaneously with the washing-out of rocks by feeding water to the

nozzles of hydraulic giant 6, the hydraulic giant is moved out of the deflector for the length lQ (i.e., one-

half the length of the hydraulic giant).

The moving of hydraulic giant 6 out of the deflector only for one-half its length depends upon
the fact that in the case of such moving-out the direction of the hydraulic giant is virtually parallel to the

direction of the horizontal part of the deflector.

Then the feeding of water to hydraulic giant 6 is discontinued and solidifying material 7 is fed

into the interhose space of the flexible two-layer pressure hose in such an amount that it could fill the

interhose space for the length lQ . Then solidifying material 7 is held until it solidifies completely and
water is fed again to the nozzles of the hydraulic giant with the washing-out of rocks and the moving-

out of hydraulic giant 6.

At each successive interval the hydraulic giant is moved out for the length lj, which is

determined from the expression lj = 2 lM K, where lM is the length of moving-out of the hydraulic giant

at the preceding interval and K is the safety factor which is 0.8. As shown by the results of the

experiments carried out at the Power Pulse Systems Engineering and Technical Center of the

Moscow Geological Exploration Institute, in the case of such moving-out of hydraulic giant 6 the

direction of formation predetermined by the horizontal section of the deflector is provided at each



interval. In this case the radial-channel section cut before is straight and is used as a guide for the

flexible two-layer hose.

The rigid head part of flexible two-layer pressure hose 5 is formed for the length lr , which is

greater than or equal to the value of the ratio of the difference Ad between the diameters of the radial

channel and flexible two-layer pressure hose to the allowable relative deviation 6 of the radial channel
from the predetermined direction. Then the rigid head part of flexible pressure hose 5 is used to form a
radial channel. Water is fed to the nozzles of the hydraulic giant and at the same time hydraulic giant 6
with rigid head part 5 is moved out. The removal of washed-out rock is performed by the direct

flushing method. Here the rigid head part of flexible two-layer pressure hose 5 is used as a guide for

forming an extended radial channel.

The formation of a screen in the horizontal borehole is performed simultaneously with the
cutting of the channel. For this purpose the outer layer of flexible two-layer hose 6 is made perforated
at the required interval. During the feeding of solidifying material the perforations are located in the
vertical borehole and therefore they are not clogged.

The implementation of the proposed method makes it possible to increase the length of the
straight horizontal section of a radial channel within a producing horizon at a considerable distance
from the main borehole.

Claim
The method of formation of radial channels in a producing horizon, which involves the

placement of a flexible two-layer hose terminating in a hydraulic giant in a well, the development of a
hydraulic cut, the deflection of the hydraulic giant with the placement of it in a horizontal direction, the
initial feeding of the hydraulic giant to the bottom with the cutting of the well part of the radial channel,
the increasing of the rigidity of the head part of the hose and the subsequent feeding of the hydraulic
giant with the rigid head part to the bottom until the channel having the predetermined length is cut,

distinctive in that, to improve the efficiency of formation of the channel by reducing the amount
of deviation from the predetermined direction, the initial feeding of the hydraulic giant to the bottom is

performed by intervals until the well part of the radial channel reaches the length which is determined
from the relationship

lr >((dc -dh)/h)L
where l r = length of the well part of the radial channel in m,

dc = design diameter of the radial channel in m,
dh = outside diameter of the flexible hose in m,
h = allowable design amount of deviation of the radial channel from the predetermined

direction at the distance L from the axis of the well in m.
In this case the rigidity of the head part of the flexible hose is increased at each interval by filling the
interlayer space of this hose with solidifying material for the length of the cut interval and holding it

until it solidifies completely.

Fig. 1
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